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Following the success of the earlier titles in this series, Detail in Contemporary Glass Architecture

provides analysis of both the technical and the aesthetic importance of details in modern glass

architecture. Featuring the work of renowned architects from around the world, this book presents

50 of the most recently completed and influential glass designs for residential, public and

commercial architecture. Each project is presented with colour photographs, site plans and sections

and elevations, as well as numerous construction details. There is also a descriptive text, detailed

captions and in-depth information for each project, including the location, client, architectural project

team, main consultants and contractors. The projects are presented in clear and concise layouts

over four pages. All of the drawings are styled in the same consistent way and presented at

standard architectural scales to allow for easy comparison. There is also a CD-ROM which contains

all the drawings as printed in the book, in both EPS and DWG (generic CAD) formats. In addition

the book features an index of architects that includes the name, address and all contact details for

each architect. Detail in Contemporary Glass Architecture is an excellent reference work for

practising architects as well as architecture and design students.
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Virginia McLeod has worked for a number of private practices in London and was also the editor of

The Phaidon Atlas of Contemporary World Architecture. She currently works as a freelance writer



and editor, specializing in contemporary architecture. She is the author of Detail in Contemporary

Residential Architecture, Detail in Contemporary Landscape Architecture, Detail in Contemporary

Kitchen Design, Detail in Contemporary Bathroom Design, Detail in Contemporary Timber

Architecture, and Encyclopedia of Detail in Contemporary Residential Architecture

As a second year arch student this range of books are really helpful because they have nicely

photographed buildings showing what the final product finishes like (+ they have selected really cool

buildings to study as well!) and then sweet details of how they actually construct the buildings. Great

books to get inspired by with the technical side to help you realise your designs. PLUS they come

with a CD with all the DWGs of the images in the book!

amazing detailed drawings of current innovative glass in architecture. A must have for any glass

enthusiast or those in the architectural field concerned with glass.

All the drawings are highly detailed documented and the works displayed here are good examples

in different styles including lots of master works.

i wish i had this book before, it should be a required book for all architecture schools!... MUST GET

now!

Lots of good examples, but not very detailed: the book show how the glazing fits into the overall

cladding system but on a pretty macro scale. The views are too zoomed out to be true construction

"details". Still good for inspiration, but not quite what you want if you're trying to understand exactly

how the pieces fit together.
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